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WATCHWORD
 Newsletter SUMMER 2019  

This WatchWord is delivered to you by :

......................................................................
More Volunteer Co-ordinators 

are urgently needed. 

PARK HALL AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH

Not a member already? PHANW Join up forms - see page 20/21

Can we Tackle our Neighbourhood Issues  
Speeding Cars, Thoughtless Car Parking & Litter ?
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Summer 2019 Foreword By The Chairman

Welcome to this Summer Edition of the Watchword magazine. 
In our last few Watchword magazines we have been writing about our 
WhatsApp and Street Watch activities. These have become established, are 
running well, and continuing to grow and we have a resident’s experience 
of Street Watch and information on how to join.

In this edition we are addressing other issues that many people are concerned about and affect 
the safety and well-being of our community and the general desirableness of our area.  By acting 
as a group of like-minded residents we could do something about several of these, namely 
dangerously fast speeding cars, thoughtless car parking and litter.  You will see some articles 
in this magazine on these themes.   Litter in our area is something many residents feel strongly 
about, and Narinder has written an article about this.  We would like someone from each road in 
PHANW to volunteer to help with this.  If you think you could help please email editor@phanw.
com.  It really is a rewarding activity by making such a difference.  Also just to liven up this 
magazine we have included an article on a subject many of us are interested in and that is classic 
cars which is also by another of our residents.

In our last edition we appealed for volunteers to act as coordinators with vacancies in Zones 1, 
3, 4, and 5. We have been disappointed by the response.  With the introduction of the Standing 
Order the collection of subscriptions is a declining content of the coordinator’s role.  Instead we 
want the coordinator to act as an intermediary between the membership and the committee.  We 
have terminated the Ringmaster system and are reliant to an ever increasing degree on electronic 
communication but we recognise that not all our members are members of our WhatsApp 
groupings and many do not have access to emails.  We are therefore looking to our coordinators 
to ensure that we maintain good two-way communication channels with our members.  We also 
wish to keep an eye on vulnerable members. 

Following the article in the last edition in which we explained that members could ask for a copy 
of our new Constitution a few of you have done so.  It is not the most thrilling document you can 
read, but we will be asking for approval of this Constitution at the AGM and we again repeat our 
offer to supply a copy on receipt of an email to editor@phanw.com requesting it. 

In the absence of much feedback on preferences for dates / times for the AGM, we have 
therefore had to arrange the AGM at a time that the Committee thinks most suitable on 
what was a limited number of available days.  We have therefore arranged it on on Monday 
14th October 7:30 pm at Broadway United Reform Church Hall. Apart from updating the 
membership on all relevant matters one of the items of Business at the AGM will be the election 
of Committee Members.  We hope that anybody who feels that they can be an active member 
of the Committee, and can make a contribution, will put themselves forward for election.  The 
procedure for doing so is outlined in the Constitution, and available as outlined above.

To all those of our members who have set up a standing order for payment of their subscription, 
a big “THANK YOU”.  To those of you who have not done so yet, can I ask you to PLEASE?  See 
pages 20 & 21.

I hope you enjoy the read. 

Best wishes,

Robert Read
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Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch Committee Members

Robert Read   Chairman    01922 720432  Zone 2

Tony Purdue   Vice Chairman   01922 627233  Zone 5

Bally Singh Sohal  Secretary    07787 500875  Zone 1

Barry Morse   Treasurer    07901 511942  Zone 4

Claire James   Head Zone 1    07484 602805  Zone 1

Nick Dodds   Head Zone 2    01922 648157  Zone 2

Lavkesh Prashar  Head Zone 3    07774 627368  Zone 3

David Perkins  Head Zone 4    01922 634234  Zone 4

Bob Cooke   Head Zone 5    01922 625188  Zone 5

Amit Verma   WhatsApp Group   07463 068011  Zone 1

Chris Harding  Street Watch Group   07581 020943  Zone 5

Gurshinder Ark  Watchword    07485 175949  Zone 1

Tarne Singh   Social Media    07977 217217

When a crime is in progress always ring 999 - also ring your Zone Head with details.

Co-ordinators lists are held and controlled by Zone Heads.
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FixMyStreet is a map based website and app that helps members of the community 
inform their local authority of problems needing their attention, such as potholes, 
broken streetlamps, abandoned vehicles etc. The service can be used both on a 
desktop computer via www.fixmystreet.com or an app is available on both Apple 
Store and Play Store, search Fix My Street to download to your smartphone. 

 

The app uses your GPS position to pinpoint your location on a map and you 
can attach a picture of the issue. The report is then sent directly to the correct 
department within Walsall Council for them to resolve. The council will usually email 
you with updates so you're kept update with the progress of your report. The service 
is completely free of charge and easy to use, get downloading today!

By PCSO Alex Hickman 
Delves Neighbourhood Team 
delves@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
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Street Watch – An Insight

	   It doesn’t seem like it but I’ve been participating in Street Watch for almost 
12 months. You’ve probably seen us on patrol, but you may ask, what is Street 
Watch?

Street Watch is a national initiative, whereby local volunteers patrol their own 
streets to provide a visible presence to reassure residents and deter would-
be criminals. The volunteers have no police powers, but do liaise closely 
with local police, sharing information and reporting any untoward activity, 
and from time to time undertake joint patrols with the police. Street Watch 
volunteers, of which there are currently 50-plus are recognisable by the high-

vis jackets which they are required to wear by the police. We are also issued with an umbrella, 
personal alarm and a torch. 

All Street Watch patrols are conducted on foot, the use of cycles and cars whilst undertaking 
Street Watch is not permitted. Volunteers must initially satisfy a background check undertaken by 
the police and attend a training session, approximately 2 hours duration, again conducted by the 
police. We are taught not to be confrontational, but to use our eyes and ears, and in the same way 
as any other responsible citizen contact the police directly with any concerns.

Volunteers patrol in pairs and use smart phone technology to share location with other members 
of the Street Watch group. Again technology is used to record our route and duration of walk, 
this information, along with any other observations are recorded on a police website, which the 
neighbourhood policing team regularly view.

	  

Any resident (male or female) is eligible to join our local Park Hall 
Area Street Watch, subject to the above police check and training, 
and an ability to satisfy a minimum age requirement of 18 
(maximum age of 75). Locally any interested residents are also 
expected to undertake a minimum of 2 patrols with trained 
members of Street Watch, effectively shadowing, before an official 
enrolment request is made to the police. This has proven 
extremely beneficial as it provides an opportunity for anyone 
interested to experience beforehand whether or not Street Watch 
is for them.

Volunteers are expected to commit to a minimum of 2 hours 
per month, although this may be in the form of several shorter 
duration walks. The timing of the walks is entirely down to the 
availability of the volunteer, the only proviso being a minimum of 

2 members is required for the patrol. As we all know criminals are active at any time of day, and as 
such members can undertake walks at various times of the day, subject to their availability.

So, back to me, why do I do Street Watch? Well, it’s all of the above; contributing to making the 
neighbourhood in which we live a safer and more secure place, it’s about meeting and talking to 
a lot of other residents whilst on patrol and making new friends, it’s about the camaraderie which 
exists between the volunteers and it’s a good way to take regular exercise.

What I have noticed during the last 12 months is an increased community awareness and 
cohesion, evidenced by regular discussions with other residents and a greater likelihood that 
suspicious activity (including house alarms) is less likely to be ignored. That said, none of us should 
ever become complacent, and whether you are a member of Street Watch or not, we can all play 
a role in keeping our area safer and more secure by keeping our eyes and ears open as we do the 
school run, take the dog for a walk or visit the local shops. Do not assume all is well, when maybe 
it isn’t - better safe than sorry!

By Mike Harding
Street Watch Volunteer since May 2018
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Police Report

Dear Residents,

Can I first start by thanking you for your on-going support and all of the 
get well wishes and cards sent to me wishing a speedy recovery after 
my unexpected illness back in November. Well the good news is I have 
returned back to work on restricted duties but it is all looking positive.

The Team
Just to give you a update of the officers that cover your area they are as 
follows, Sgt Marie Amos, PC Libby Clarke, PC Joanne Lloyd, PC Indy Malli, 

PCSO Alex Hickman, PCSO Mohammed Hafiz and PCSO Tim Littlehales 

NHW, WhatsApp and Street Watch continues to go from strength to strength. Street Watch has 
over 60 members of the community who are actively patrolling the location, and the feedback 
from the community is great. I am sure during the course of the year Street Watch will continue to 
grow and be a fantastic asset for the Park Hall community.

Crime Prevention
I cannot stress how important it is to take a look at your property to see if it has any weaknesses 
regards crime prevention. We can all become complacent when it comes down to this matter, but 
small improvements can make a big difference. I was lucky to attend a crime prevention input at 
Tally Ho and still one of the main methods of entry is by the snapping of the Euro Locks. If you are 
looking at replacing this type of lock please ensure it is to the standard TS007 3 Star British Kite 
Mark, secure by design and SS312 Diamond standard Accreditation.

Smart features are incorporated in so many items of our daily lives these days, and this also 
includes crime prevention devices. House alarms that send alerts to mobile phones, CCTV that can 
be viewed on mobile devices and a growing number of residents who are fitting the very popular 
Ring Door Bell system which also sends alerts to your mobile device.

But not all crime prevention needs to be at a large financial cost, just some simple things can 
make all the difference. Good shed locks, locks for side gates ( Which I have very often seen left 
open and insecure), locking porch doors while you are out, replacing bulbs that no longer work in 
you outside lighting, just to name a few.

If anyone would like further crime prevention advice please contact me by email on t.r.littlehales@
west-midlands.pnn.police.uk

WMNOW is also going great with over 600 residents who have signed up. Park Hall is leading the 
way with WMNOW with more members than anywhere else within the borough of Walsall.

So finishing this update we have some great positive stuff taking place in Park Hall, but this is not 
the time to relax. We need to put our foot to the floor and continue all the hard work that the 
community is doing to help drive crime down.

The great work that is taking place on Park Hall is not going unnoticed. I have members of the 
public from different areas of Walsall who comment on the work going on in your community.

So I would just like to finish by saying have a lovely summer and a safe summer and a very Big 
thank you for your continued support  from myself and the rest of the Delves/Paddock NHT

PCSO

Tim Littlehales 
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A Resident’s View of Issues Around Park Hall Area.

The majority of people you speak to in PHANW believe that 
we are fortunate to live in a nice part of Walsall with good 
neighbours and would like to ensure that it stays that way, safe, 
secure, tidy and smart.
To keep it that way we need to address some serious issues 
which should not be difficult to resolve with focus and 
determination and by making our voices heard by our council 
and council officers who to date appear to treat them with 
apathy and lack of interest.

We are blighted by a number of issues:
1. Crime.
2. Speeding (often by non-residents using the area for short cuts) puts peoples’ lives at 

risk.
3. Parking on grass verges
4. Parking on pavements
5. Litter.

Neighbourhood Watch in Park Hall continues to be very 
focused and proactive 
Other Councils are actively addressing the issues so why is 
Walsall so reluctant to act on actually taking action or doing 
anything?
The only way we are likely to get any help from the council is 
for us all too actively pursue them and demand action. We all 
pay rates so let’s see some return. 
This is a call to all of us for action
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1. Crime

This is not unique to us but thanks to the hard work, focus 
and diligence of a number of residents with Street Patrols 
and a WhatsApp warning system this is being contained 
and we owe them a debt of gratitude.

2. Speeding 

Most residents will have seen cars speeding along Lake 
Avenue, Greaves Avenue, Park Road, Park Hall Road, and 
Skip Lane.  It is believed that the principle offenders are 
using our roads as a short cut.
So what can be done?
What is used in many places is Traffic Calming and road 
closures (see below) are two suggestions but you might 
have other better ideas, please let us know.

Road Closure
This could be done between Athlone Road & Richard Road which would still leave the 74 
Bus route intact
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Traffic calming

A chicane used for traffic calming schemes to reduce the speed of traffic. Drivers reduce speed 
to negotiate the lateral displacement in the vehicle path. There are several variations of traffic 
calming chicanes, but they generally fall into one of two broad categories:
• Single-lane working chicanes, which consist of staggered buildouts, narrowing the road so that 
traffic in one direction has to give way to opposing traffic
• Two-way working chicanes, which use buildouts to provide deflection, but with lanes separated 
by road markings or a central island.
These can be tried out at low cost to test their effectiveness.
Certainly required in Lake Avenue, Greaves Avenue, Gillity Avenue, , Park Road, Park Hall Road, 
and Skip Lane

3. Parking on Grass Verges

Why can’t we have signs and restrictions like this?
 ‘A controlling authority may have a bylaw and/or signs prohibiting parking on 
a grass verge’ – why won’t Walsall enforce this where appropriate?
Birmingham had a similar challenge following ‘An 'explosion' of complaints 
from city residents prompted councilors to launch inquiry into the scourge of 
grass verge abuse. 
A city council inquiry has been launched to deal with the menace of motorists 
parking on grass verges and churning up the ground.

Councilors have noticed a steady increase in complaints about the abuse of the verges in recent 
years and say the problem is at best unsightly, blights a neighbourhood and at worst a real safety 
hazard - with lorries blocking lines of sight, causing obstructions and leaving deep puddles and 
ruts in the ground.
Brownfield Road, Shard End, became the first street in Birmingham where parking on the verge 
was banned and enforced with £70 fines - something which could be introduced elsewhere.
A Councillor stated that he had been inundated with complaints. “After the Shard End initiative 
appeared in the Birmingham Mail he had about two dozen phone calls from residents saying ‘if 
they can do it in Shard End why can’t we do it in other areas.”. THIS COULD BE THE ACTION WE 
SHOULD BE TAKING?
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4. Parking on pavements
Pavement parking is perhaps one of the most loathed things drivers do on the roads in the UK. 
A multitude of campaigns have been launched over the years to try and get it banned across the 
UK.
Currently, only drivers in London can be fined £70 if caught flouting the rules parking on the 
pavement but there are calls for a nationwide clampdown. 
Under rule 244 of the Highway Code it states: “You MUST NOT park partially or wholly on the 
pavement in London, and should not do so elsewhere unless signs permit it
“Parking on the pavement can obstruct and seriously inconvenience pedestrians, people in 
wheelchairs or with visual impairments and people with prams or pushchairs." Just look below in 
our area.

  

The Department for Transport is currently considering an overhaul of national traffic laws, which 
could see them put an end to pavement parking.
Under the new laws, it could become illegal to park on the pavement, unless the car has been 
granted explicit permission, across the country.
Pavements could soon be made more accessible for people with pushchairs or in wheelchairs.
Joe Irvin, Chief Executive, Living Streets said: “Pavements are for people not vehicles.
“Parking on the pavement can be selfish and dangerous, forcing people - especially those with 
disabilities, visual impairments or pushchairs – to risk danger by walking in the road.
Where there areas like Chuckery with insufficient off Street Parking a system like that introduced in 
Bath could apply:
A trail of a new potential pavement parking solution in the UK has taken place in Bath, allowing 
drivers to park half-on and half off the pavement.

These bays must allow sufficient room for cars to get past but 
also for pedestrians with pushchairs, wheelchairs and mobility 
scooters. 

5. Litter
A recent survey found that food and food packaging formed the single highest proportion of 
litter. Taken together, discarded alcoholic or non-alcoholic drinks waste was the largest source, 
accounting for 42% of litter recorded. Accounting for around two-thirds of recorded litter, food/
food packaging and drinks wastes are the primary sources of littering.
The amount of litter in PHANW is ‘disappointing’ but we will need to follow the national example 
of everyone doing their bit.
Perhaps if Park Hall School could be encouraged to participate in a litter clearing campaign it 
might well establish a good mind set for the pupils as they go forward.
If you have any comments please email us at editor@phanw.com 

Roger Boak
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Park Hall Litter On Streets

Litter all over the environment seems to be a universal, sickening 
condition, practised by a minority of people in the world, but, 
which affects everyone’s quality of life.  The residents of Park Hall 
Area suffer as much as others. It is a bane of all of our lives, but 
what can be done about it as far as our area is concerned?

Consumption of food on the move:  Moves are afoot in some 
places to employ people to fine anyone dropping litter.  Whilst 
this is commendable, it can only have a limited amount of 
success.  Recent news reports indicated that litter droppers were 

apprehended on foot but the practice has been stopped by the appropriate council.  It could 
be beneficial to put street cameras to see where the rubbish comes from, when it is dropped 
and what action could be taken to deter it in the future.  Having street cameras in Park Hall may 
be useful.  Speaking kindly and caringly about the situation to someone seen dropping litter is 
always useful.

Building sites:  A lot of rubbish accumulates around a house where building work and renovations 
are taking place.  I often go and speak politely to the owners of properties and builders, asking if 
they could pick up the rubbish that has travelled from the site to the street, and to put weight on 
top of anything likely to fly away.  The response has always been positive and effective. It would 
be useful if the Neighbourhood Watch could visit a site where work is starting and speak to the 
owners and builders, so deterring any problems from arising.  Liaising with the NW to keep them 
informed of any litter around the may help them and perhaps a visit could be made to any such 
site.  Of course, there is no reason why any caring resident couldn’t approach the workers on the 
site to speak to them.  People do not mind being asked to tidy up, provided it is brought to their 
attention and they are asked politely.

Over-filled bins with paper, polythene, plastic, polystyrene of various kinds are sometimes left 
with lids partially open.  The wind blows the litter onto the pavements, streets and neighbouring 
gardens. Raising awareness and drawing attention of the residents via NW may be fruitful.  
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On more than one occasions we have walked from the end of Newquay Road, into Liskeard, 
Falmouth, Launceston, Park Hall, Lodge and Park Road, all the way, picking up 3 to 5 carrier 
bags full of litter, in deference to anticipated guests.  I have also cleaned up the gardens of 2 
corner houses where litter was particularly noticeable plus another house where I stopped to ask 
for some more carrier bags, then chatted with the owners, asking if they would clear their own 
gardens in future.  Good as gold, their properties are now always clean.   On one occasion, after 
picking up all the litter outside the King Arthur I went onto  the premises and as the manager was 
not there, left a message with the person behind the bar, asking if the manager could please look 
at the cleanliness of the surroundings and perhaps arrange a periodic clean-up.   Several times 
since then I have noticed how much cleaner it now is.

NW could initiate clean-ups, inviting volunteers to regularly pick up litter from 100-200 yards 
outside their homes.  People could do them in groups or separately, at a set time, or a time of 
their choosing.  It is commendable to see that cleaning up events are held, and the amount of 
litter cleared can be enormous.  However, as a part of learning about recycling and the 
greenhouse effect, schools could play a major role in emphasising the importance of  
environmental cleanliness, teaching the importance to every child of taking responsibility to 
ensure rubbish goes in the bins and encouraging others including  grown-ups to keep the 
environment clean for themselves and for the generations to come. 

The area around the 74 bus stop, at the junction of Redruth Road and Bude Road is particularly 
littered. The area around the Gillity Village shops attracts a lot of litter.  Some business owners 
sweep the area outside their premises.  Food businesses and the management of the King Arthur 
could play a great role by having a clean- up perhaps once a month, and an arrangement by the 
NW to organise a clean-up periodically would benefit all.  Residents who prefer not to take part in 
cleaning up could contribute to a fund to employ others.  

The world famous brain surgeon Dr Ben Carson, as  a medical student at Harvard University, 
looked for a holiday job and led a team of litter pickers on the public highways in America, so 
litter, as a recognized problem, does not start or finish in this, our country .  However, how many 
people care and do something about it, came across in a recent documentary about Prince 
William and Prince Henry.  They mentioned that when they were little children, Prince Charles and 
the boys would pick up litter with the litter picking sticks, filling bags with it.  It comes as second 
nature to them now to pick up any litter they see.  Daily reports of litter clearing events taking 
place everywhere is heartening.  Yes, it is all our responsibility to keep this area, this country and 
this planet clean.  “It takes a village to raise a child”. 

Narinder Sohal
If anyone would like to start a group to support Narinder, please email editor@PHANW.com and we will forward your details to her.
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What makes a Car a Classic?

	  
This is a much debated subject of course which has been going on for many 
years, and no doubt will be a topic of discussion for decades to come. There 
are so many factors involved I very much doubt there will ever be a definition 
that encompasses every person’s idea of what a classic car is.

Maybe it’s easier to approach the subject ‘backwards’!
Suppose every resident of Park Hall was asked to send in names of cars built 
in the 50s 60s or 70s that they believe is definitely NOT a classic, just how 

long would the list be?
For example, would the famous, but often ridiculed ‘square’ steering wheel of the Allegro be 
included in the list by someone, as well as the Reliant Robin, the Maxi, the Cortina, the Morris 
1100, the Hillman Imp, the Alfasud, the Montego, and the Skoda. Would we even get the same car 
listed by more than one person?

Here’s another way to try and answer the question. The NEC has hosted the Classic Car Show 
for many years. So if it’s a Classic Car show, by definition, all those attending should qualify to be 
classics and some makes excluded because they are just ‘ordinary’ cars. An amazing number of car 
clubs (170) were at the last show I attended in March this year. ‘Sticking my neck out’, right now, I 
would be truly amazed if there is a car club that has applied and paid their money to exhibit at the 
show and had an e-mail saying “Sorry, no space for you since we do not believe you are a Classic 
Car!
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“Have you been a classic car owner yourself? you ask. I say “Yes, indeed.”
One make and model even has the word ‘classic’ in its name these days, and a book first 
published in 2016 devoted to the history of this car, has the title ‘The Classic Saab 900’ ‘This 
unique car was produced from 1978 to 1993 and brought together the very best in Scandinavian 
design flair, practical thinking, advanced engineering and safety. More than 908,000 vehicles were 
sold across the world. I had the privilege to own one for over 20 years.

In considering a question where very few people agree, let me say that there is probably one car 
that comes to the top of nearly every survey that’s done on, “Which is the most famous iconic 
classic car ever made? It is pictured below. If you have loads of time to spare just try looking at 
such surveys and find how many have the Jaguar E type in top position!

	  

There is another car that many people admire but which is often called “The classic that did not 
deserve to be.” If you have not guessed, it is one of which only 24,000 were made by BL between 
1970 and 1976 because they all rusted badly and overheated, and cost BL more money in warranty 
clams in the USA than income from sales! 

But thanks to an Italian design genius called Michelotti who provided Triumph with the perfect 
design, the Triumph ‘Snag’ became the classic ‘Stag’ and even Jeremy Clarkson is quoted as 
saying, “ The best car BL ever made.”

So have I given you the answer to the title in a few words? In just one word ‘No’ I haven’t but just 
as ‘beauty is only truly seen in the eye of the beholder’ so every car can be a classic in someone’s 
eyes!

John Daniel
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From Sunday Times 19th May 2019
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Whatsapp Code of Conduct

Welcome to new members of PHANW WhatsApp. Please read below 
and understand how this group works:
Please ensure we use WhatsApp for crime reporting only as we habe 
noticed messages are being added that are non related to alers and for 

anything else please feel free to join Facebook where you can engage as a community to discuss 
further.

••CODE RED••
If a burglary is in progress at your house or a premises near you, then you must text the following: 
code red and the address where assistance is required - [Example - CODE RED @ 1 Johnson Drive, 
WS5 3YZ BURGLARY IN PROGRESS]
Notify the group & notify the police as soon as possible.
If you can attend the alert please make every effort to respond and assist. 

••CODE AMBER••
If something has happened and is not an emergency - at your house or a premises near you, text: 
code amber and a brief update as to what has happened. [Example - CODE AMBER on Johnson 
Drive, WS5 3YZ HOUSE BURGLED AT 9AM, ACCESS GAINED VIA REAR KITCHEN WINDOW]
Notify the group & Notify the police as soon as possible.
Make every effort to assist the victim, check CCTV footage, speak to neighbours about suspicious 
behaviour & help with investigation. 

••CODE GREEN••
If something is suspicious - at your house or a premises near you, text: code green and a brief 
update. [Example - CODE GREEN @ Johnson Drive, WS5 3YZ WHITE VAN DRIVING AROUND 
THE AREA VERY SUSPICIOUSLY, STARING AT HOUSES]
Notify the group as soon as possible.
Make every effort to get as much detail as possible and spread the word, check CCTV footage, 
speak to neighbours about suspicious behaviour & help with investigation. 

Group Rules and Regulations,
1. General messaging is only permitted between the hours of 08:00-22:00
DO NOT MESSAGE BETWEEN 22:00-08:00 UNLESS IT IS AN EMERGENCY AND YOU REQUIRE 
IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE
2. No personal criticism
3. No swearing
4. Zero tolerance on threatening or bullying behaviour, racial slurs, inappropriate images/posts, 
gender slurs & nudity etc...
5. No images or videos which do not relate to suspicious activity or crime in the area 
6. Respect everyone in the group
7. No discussions on politics/wars/religion etc
8. No chain messages
9. If you haven’t got anything positive to say, keep it to yourself.

Disclaimer - PHANW gives security advice in good faith. Should you wish to purchase anything 
which is mentioned in these groups it is at your own risk. You are advised to do your full research 
before purchasing anything - PHANW accepts no responsibility for damage caused to your 
property or any laws which may be broken

Being part of this group - your car registration or a description of you may be shared to the 
WhatsApp group if deemed suspicious. This can happen from time to time with residents that live 
in this area. If this is the case with you, then please let an admin know as soon as possible, so we 
can reassure the area that this is not a suspicious situation. 

Should you have any further concerns please do not hesitate to contact any group administrator 
directly. Let’s work together to make a safe and secure neighbourhood for our families.
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Park Hall Residents’ Association
May 2019

      

Park Hall Neighbourhood Watch kindly allows us space within their magazine to inform you of 
PHRA matters, for which we are grateful. We ask you to note, however, that we are two separate 
organisations with different aims and objectives.

Broadly the Association seeks to promote Park Hall, Gillity Village Brookhouse Estate and 
surrounding area with the aim to maintain the area’s pleasant and desirable environment and 
attractiveness. The Park Hall area has some 2700 dwellings, the PHRA Committee of seven 
members having served the Community for many years. It has been decided that we should seek 
the assistance of any resident who would be willing to give time to further the interests of our 
area. We are seeking to obtain nominations from residents who would be interested in becoming 
Committee members to join us in our endeavours. Detailed below are the contact details of our 
Secretary.

A Face Book page will be set up that will provide residents with details of mutual interest. 
Membership of the Association is open to any person over 18 years of age living in the area. The 
PHRA is non party and non sectarian in religion which enables it to take a broad approach to 
issues that need to be resolved for our residents.  

In order to maintain a link with the immediate areas outside Park Hall we can offer an Associate 
Membership to any resident who would be interested to gain information on what is taking place  
within our Area. The associated membership does not carry any voting rights.         

Nominations for the Committee should be sent the Secretary T W Simmons if there any questions 
in regard to Committee Membership please do not to hesitate to contact him at 01922 628158 or 
by e mail simmons324@btinternet.com 

PHRA Committee

Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch (PHANW) and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

PHANW is careful to comply with GDPR when handling data supplied by its members. We have 
added a paragraph to all of our membership forms to remind members of our obligations.

PHANW’s GDPR policy and the procedures used to uphold it can be viewed on our Facebook 
page. If any member wants more information or to discuss any aspect of their data record they 
should send an email to editor@phanw.com <mailto:editor@phanw.com>  in the first instance.
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Street Watch 1st Anniversary

Street Watch was brought to Park Hall on 28th February 
2018 by Bally Sohal who is also Secretary of PHANW, and 
from 10 volunteers it now has over 60 volunteers and is 
growing. 

They celebrated their recent 1st Birthday and achieved 
over 1,690 patrol hours in the first year keeping our 
community safe with their visibility.

Bally Sohal said, “It has been amazing journey in what we have accomplished as a community. I 
thank all the Street Watch patrols for the hours they dedicate and the many, many volunteers that 
go beyond in patrolling extra hours every month. I thank the Admins, Chris, Shin, Lavkesh and 
Kicks who together work continually so hard it running the operations and the many hours they 
voluntarily dedicate. We are one of the biggest Street Watch groups in the West Midlands, and so 
established that the Admins are now consulting with other groups who want to start Street Watch 
all-round the country. My mission is we continue to grow Street Watch, I would love to have 100 
by the end of the year, and we will work hard to target ourselves to that goal. So please, if you feel 
you can contribute to towards the great work we have started and do 2 hours minimum per month 
in patrolling your community, get in touch with us. We would love to hear from you.”  

So from all members for PHANW we say:  

“Happy Birthday to Park Hall Street Watch and may you have many more Birthdays to come.” 

To join them please email at parkhallstreetwatch@gmail.com with your details and they will be in 
touch to process your application. 

Do you want Park Hall to 
continue to be a safe 

place to live? 

Can you spare just TWO hours each MONTH to 
keep Park Hall safe?

If you answered ‘YES’ to both questions - please contact Park Hall 
Neighbourhood Street Watch team at:

parkhallstreetwatch@gmail.com
Street Watch is part of Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch and fully supported by 

West Midlands Police
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Name ............................................................................................................................................
Address .........................................................................................................................................
Email address ................................................................................................................................
Landline number............................................ Mobile Number.......................................................

This person will be recognised as the main member of the household to join the WhatsApp Group.

Please tick whichever of these statements apply:
◌ I am currently not a member of PHANW but wish to join. Please complete the attached standing order 
payment of £5. The standing order form needs to be given to your bank.
◌ I am already a member of PHANW and wish to pay my subscription by standing order. Please complete 
the attached standing order payment of £5. The standing order form needs to be given to your bank.
◌ I wish to join the WhatsApp Group of my zone.
◌ I do not wish to join the WhatsApp Group of my zone.

Signed

By 
You .................................................................... Date ..............................................................

There have been occasions in the past when a burglary, or attempted burglary, has taken place when 
nobody has been at home. If this were to happen to your property we would, of course, aim to contact 
you by phone on the number given above. If this is unsuccessful do you wish to nominate another 
number? If so, please enter it here ..................................................................... and, if you wish, tell us if 
this is a friend or a relative.............................................................................................

If such an event took place, or possibly had taken place, say an intruder alarm was sounding, and clearly 
there was no regular resident present, would you wish a Responsible Member of the Watch, who would 
have been Police approved and trained, to enter on to your property to both investigate, and, if necessary, 
make the property secure, until a regular resident arrived?
If so, please sign here........................................................................................................................................

Please now email this completed form to joinup@phanw.com, or send it by WhatsApp to 07760 571729, 

indicating the date chosen for your first standing order payment.

PROTECTION - GDPR. We will hold information about you on a database. We may use this to contact you as part of a group, or 
individually, on PHANW business. Your information is kept in accordance with the Data Protection Act. You are entitled to see it, 
change it if incorrect, or request deletion. The information is confidential and is kept securely. It will never be disclosed to third 
parties without your explicit consent unless it is required by law or it is to the police to facilitate your membership and achieve its 
aims.
By registering with PHANW you are agreeing to our use of your data in accordance with our GDPR policy and procedures.

Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch
Join Up and Standing Order Form
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BANKING STANDING ORDER MANDATE

To .............................................................................. (Name of your bank)

Address (of your bank)
 
.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

Your Details

Name of Account to be debited ..............................................................................................

Sort Code      Account Number

Signature ..................................................

Date        ..................................................

After completing this form, please post to your bank or hand in at your local branch. 
Alternatively if you have internet banking you can set up a standing order online using the 

information below
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Payment of PHANW Membership Subscriptions by Bank Standing Order

Many of our readers will have seen 
that the Committee is asking PHANW 
members to consider paying their 
annual membership subscription by 
bank standing order.

We are delighted that even before our subscription year begins on June 1st more than 100 
members have already chosen to pay using a standing order and we know that there are many 
more who have set one up with a payment date on or shortly after 1st June. Thank you to all of 
those members.

The advantages for PHANW include:

• Quicker and easier to collect subscriptions
• No need to rely on members being at home when a coordinator calls
• Coordinators do not need to make multiple visits to the same address
• Safer for coordinators who no longer need to walk the streets carrying cash

For PHANW members

• Setting up a standing order is fast, simple, and secure
• Once set up, the standing order runs every year with no need for any extra input
• It makes administration of your Neighbourhood Watch easier and more efficient

In order to set up a standing order either use your bank’s online facilities or complete a Standing 
Order form available from PHANW administration (Email editor@phanw.com, or WhatsApp 07760 
571729).

When you do set up your standing order remember that it is for just a single £5.00 payment on the 
same date each year. Please ensure that you use your address as a reference as without this we 
are unable to match your payment to you. It is easiest, because of limited space on bank forms, to 
abbreviate your address (for example, 99LauncesRd).

If you need any assistance or more information please contact us (Email editor@phanw.com, or 
WhatsApp 07760 571729).
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Numbers to Remember - 2019

Walsall Police Station : ask for Walsall Help Desk  0345 113 5000 or dial 101 (15p charges)
Sgt. Mari Amos       0345 113 5000 extn : 889 6317 
        m.i.amoz@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk

Community Partnership Officer - Kevin Pitt  101 extn 889 6326

P.C.S.O Tim Littlehales     101 extn 889 6310
        t.r.littlehales@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk

LOST OR STOLEN MOBILE PHONE? TO BLOCK ALL NETWORKS 0870 123 123

AGE UK Walsall      01922 638825
Walsall Anti-Social Behavious Hotline   01922 648291
Walsall Trading Standards     0845 040506
        trading_standards@walsall.gov.uk
Noise Nuisance - Public Health Team Walsall  01922 652223 and 652210 or 650000
        healthandsafety@walsall.gov.uk
Unlicensed Vehicle - DVLA Birmigham   0300 790 6802
Street Pride       01922 653344 
        streetpride@walsall.gov.uk
To report problems on council land or with council property for the following :
Abandoned vehicles, dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti, grass cutting, litter bins, refuse collection,
road spillage, street cleansing, syringes, vandalism.

CRIMESTOPPERS    0800 555 111
       neighbourhoodwatchwalsall@yahoo.co.uk

Email :    walsalleast@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
Palfrey Team :  palfrey@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
Website :   www.west-midlands.police.uk
Twitter :   www.twitter.com/walsallpolice 
Facebook :    www.facebook.com/walsallpolice
Youtube :    www.youtube.com/westmidlandspolice
Flickr :    www.flickr.com/westmidlandspolice
    www.flickr.com/photos/westmidlandspolice
Neighbourhood watch : www.mynhw.co.uk / www.ourwatch.org.uk
PHANW Twitter :   www.twitter.com/nhw_walsall
PHANW Facebook :  https://www.facebook.com/groups/244958542711475/
Information on Pavement parking probles : www.livingstreets.org.uk

Response to 999 calls

Grade 1 : Jobs are classified as emergency / immediate response : This means that the call 
requires a response and an officer should get to the scene within 10 minutes. 
Grade 2 : These incidents require an early response and require attendance as soon as priorities 
allow. Rarget reqpose time is 30 minutes.
Grade 3 : This is the standard response where officers are expected to attend within 24 hours.
Grade 4 : This is a deferred response where an appointment may be made with the caller.
Grade 5 : Is a "station resolution" response where an officer does not need to attend the scene 
and the incident is dealth with over the telephone, or by a personal visit of the caller to the police 
station.
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Target1 

www.target1.co.uk
Email : target-1@hotmail.co.uk  Tel : 07957 264424

CHIROPODIST

HCPC Registered

HOME VISITS

•	 Ingrown Toenails
•	Corns
•	Hard Skin
•	Heel Pain
•	Fungal Infection
•	Verrucae

Foot care in your community!

COLIN SEVERN
01922 628952

24 Launceston Road

Watchword is compiled from several sources, such 
as police information, books and leaflets produced 
by their community services, West Midlands Police 
handbooks, co-ordinators and websites. Whilst 
every endeavour is made to check these details, 
Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch Committee 
and the printers cannot be held responsible and 
print them in good faith. Similarly, all advertisiting 
is accepted in good faith but no warrant of quality 
of service or workmanship or materials provided 
by advertisers is implied by their publication in 
Watchword. The editor of Watchword reserves the 
right to select the material for inclusion from items 
subimitted for publication.

Advertising space 
available, please call

07485 175949
for further details.

Security and Cleaning
•	 Lock Upgrades
•	 Damaged and Faulty Lock Repairs
•	 Burglary Repairs
•	 Door Problems
•	 Access Control

•	 Office	Cleaning
•	 Communal Cleaning
•	 Pressure Washing

Annual General Meeting 
Date for 2019

Monday 14th October
7:30 pm Broadway URC Church
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Friendship through
Gardeninng

Sutton Road Allotments Association
have vacant plots for residents to

cultivate vegetables and fruit

Contact John Madge
Email : jrmadge@hotmail.com

Mobile : 07719 164516

At Byoga, we have created 
a warm, welcoming 
space to release, relax, 
decompress and invigorate 
the body, mind and soul...

It doesn't matter if things aren't 
perfect, our practice is our time to feel 
alive, loved and free...

Come experience Yoga...

Introductory offer for beginners. All beginners welcome.

www.byogawalsall.com  | 07719777759 | Park Hall, Walsall, WS5 3EY

UK TREE CARE

Proprieter : SCOTT BROWN

25 Birmingham Road,
Walsall

West Midlands,
WS1 2NF

Mobile : 07818 004400
Telephone : 01922 615 939

Email : scottieoutonalimb@icloud.com

SERGIO'S UNISEX 
HAIR AND BEAUTY 
4 Edinburgh Road
Walsall
WS5 3PQ

www.sergioshairsalon.co.uk

01922 633596
MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL HAIRDRESSERS FEDERATION
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GREAT FOOD 
   

GREAT FAMILY ATMOSPHERE 
  

 FUNCTION ROOM HIRE

HOME OF THE MIX ED G R ILL

270 Newton Road | Great Barr | Birmingham | B43 6QU

telephone: 0121 357 9666
email: info@special-spices.co.uk

www.special-spices.co.uk

restaurant
and  bar

0596_Special_SpicesA4_advert_final.indd   1 26/05/2019   16:34
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